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Abstract
The landscapes of cities around the Great Lakes Region grapple with the far-reaching
consequences of intense industrial exploitation. The environment’s capacity to sustain
life and contribute to all species health and well-being is damaged. In addition to
intense environmental pollution, the industrial manufacturing boom and bust cycles
engendered waves of job loss, which plunged already disadvantaged workers into
poverty. Neighbourhoods filling the spaces in-between factories once home to workers
face greater risks of disease and poverty as they sit in this undesired landscape.
Sustainable rehabilitation of the post-industrial landscape and its remaining architectural
fragments must be pursued carefully to mend the trauma of industrial manufacturing
that contaminated deep into the soil and outward into the bodies of the community. This
condition creates social and spatial inequalities that literally and metaphorically grow out
of the damaged ground. This thesis project takes the position that architecture and urban
design have essential roles in combating socio-economic and spatial inequalities and
adopts a “ground-up” methodology, which is construed and mobilized in various ways.
Focusing on Hamilton, Ontario, which sits at one of the most contaminated points along
Lake Ontario yet whose urban centre sits atop the once fertile extension of the Niagara
fruit basket, this thesis project explores how permaculture could resuscitate the valuable
soil that lies deep in the ground and support the surrounding community. Advancing a
holistic vision for environmentally and culturally sustainable design, the remediation of
the land to support sustainable food production is at the heart of a design approach to
tackling industrial contamination and its many long-lasting effects. Following the first

viii

stages of rebuilding the ground, the design intervention in the Kieth neighbourhood
adjacent to Hamilton’s industrial port comprises a hybrid program that includes an urban
agriculture hub with a market, stores for locally fabricated goods, and a restaurant - cafe
to showcase the produce grown on-site. These commercial operations will be linked to a
cohousing neighbourhood development centred around communal spaces, surrounded
by a landscape remediated through phases of planting to be used for food production, all
of which work together to cultivate the well-being of residents. This thesis project aims to
heal former industrial lands in Hamilton to address food (in)security by transforming a toxic
landscape into an accessible neighbourhood within a productive, habitable environment.
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Figure 1. Abandoned fragment on the site

Figure 2. Key map of Hamilton in the Great Lakes

Preface
This thesis project addresses the intertwined issues of food sovereignty and the industrial
legacy in Hamilton, Ontario. The fragments of the formerly booming Great Lakes network of
industrial manufacturing lay on once arable land. Such as many post-industrial sites along
the Great Lakes Basin, the abandonment of industrial architecture reveals damage inflicted
on the environment and the socio-economic situation of the community living around the
sites. In the heart of Hamilton’s urban and industrial port lands is a former industrial site
surrounded by a neighbourhood that serves as a place to explore these issues of spatial
and social inequalities. The selected site is a fragment of industrial heritage which has
been sitting vacant since 2012.1 This 26-acre site is one of Hamilton’s largest remediation
projects.2 The architecture of the former industrial site once supported production that
destroyed the land is switched to a production dependant on the health of the soil
through the program of urban agriculture, which serves as a catalyst to revive the soil and
continue to ensure its vitality. Urban agriculture will be unified by public programming
and a cohousing development. The site is currently a fenced off barren landscape in the
heart of the Keith Neighbourhood in Hamilton. Developers bought the former industrial
site and have overturned the soil leaving native planting free to grow, but the soil is not
yet viable for agriculture and will need to be further remediated to be brought back to life.

1

“Industrial Park to Rise on Old Studebaker Site,” The Hamilton Spectator, February 20, 2014, https://www.
thespec.com/news/hamilton-region/2014/02/20/industrial-park-to-rise-on-old-studebaker-site.html

2

“Hamilton Central Business Park,” UrbanCore Developments Inc, 2014, https:// urbancore.info/?mtheme_
portfolio=440-victoria-ave-hamilton
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The toxic landscape generated by Hamilton’s industrial past will be regenerated through
holistic remediation of the soil, reviving the ground plane’s capacity to support growth.
The interventions on the site are phased, beginning with remediating the site through
introducing vermi-composted soil and selected cleansing plants to revive the site’s capacity
to support the growing of food. Gradually, the program develops into a holistic community
where food is grown on-site, creating a symbiotic habitat for all living organisms within the
re-naturalized ecosystem. This act of growing will revive the neighbourhood on varying
scales; physical health through remediating the environment, economic health through
employment opportunities, and mental health via comfortable, accessible housing, green
spaces, and a sense of community. This stabilizing through the reworking of the ground
will ensure a sustainable future and catalyze more agriculture hubs in post-industrial
sites in Hamilton and throughout cities in the Great Lake Basin. This project outlines how
architecture can transform hostile landscapes to feed cities and how the food industry can
be transformed into a sustainable system by doing so.
Chapter 1 will frame the issues of the current standards of agriculture production and the  
regional network that Hamilton’s food system lies within. The infrastructure of the Lakes has
served as a driving force for mass industrialization along the ports where many cities have
faced similar fates as Hamilton in their economic downturn and cycles of ruination. Among
the set of issues mass industrialization and rural isolationism caused, the sustainability of
food production is at risk due to its further isolation from major populated regions. The
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model of living in harmony with the landscape through the local production of food could
be recreated along all urban cities around the Great Lakes to develop sustainable radii of
local production. Hamilton offers an ideal case to explore food insecurity in post-industrial
landscapes as its urban port region created a spatial condition of destroyed environments
with residential neighbourhoods scattered amongst the ruins whose health currently suffers
from the desecrated landscape. This agri-hub community imagines an alternative method
of production dependent on the viability of the ground plane. The former legacy of the
rust belt could be transformed into a sustainable production method that undoes over a
century’s worth of damage created by industrialization. The Great Lakes could become
economically prosperous once again. This next industrial boom will be through green
industries, where the long-term sustainability of manufacturing and the impacts on the
land and local economy are valued. The Great Lakes region could feed itself sustainably,
drastically reducing its carbon footprint while reverting the stress on the lakes as the
watershed cycles through the new regenerative greened landscapes or agri-hubs around
the basin.
Chapter 2 explores Hamilton’s history, demographics, regions, and sources of disease to
situate the selected site for this intervention. The site sits within a residential and industrial
ward that has faced economic downfall resulting in significantly greater rates of disease
and poverty than other wards in the city. In order to understand why this ward suffers from
disease worse than others, varying scales of context were examined to understand the
conditions of the site. The spirit in Hamilton of staying with the trouble of post-industrial
landscapes and enthusiasm for local food production was discovered by researching local
initiatives of remediation projects, urban farming networks, and efforts to promote local
produce. The climate and geology of lower Hamilton are examined to understand the
agricultural potential of the site and the existing connection to the Niagara Orchard Belt.
The history of industrial Hamilton and the physical changes on the site over the years are
examined to understand the social and spatial implications of the fragment and land it sits
upon. This chapter aims to capture the spirit of place and context leading up to the site’s
current condition.

abstracted site model, site mapping, and the design of a furniture set specific to the holistic
cultivation methods. The vestiges of the former industrial building at the southwest corner
of the site were abstracted through weaving a site model using yarn, and ingraining found
traces of food waste and plantings where they were found on site. This model revealed the
areas of most concern on-site, where microgreens were then planted, sprouted, and left to
decay. Site mapping of greater Hamilton was done to understand the connection between
unhealth, poverty, and food security. Flows of pedestrian and vehicle movement through
the site were mapped to determine connections into the surrounding area. The design of
task-oriented gardening furniture specific to permaculture gardening that will occur on site
guided the design as a microcosm of the larger architectural intervention.
Chapter four uses the findings of chapters 1-3 to propose a mixed-use, holistic, architectural
intervention. Using the methods researched in chapter 3, a phased plan is proposed to
reclaim the site in a sustainable form of its original zoning purpose of manufacturing. The
industrial fragment that once served as offices for the former manufacturing operations is
adapted as a host to the offices overusing the new sustainable growing operations. The
ground plane of the fragment remains open to the air, similar to an archeological site where
the remediation of the ground is displayed to teach about the regeneration of the soil. The
proposed program is multifaceted to promote harmony of production with the life of the
community. The central programs are an agri-hub, communal spaces, and cohousing,
which display the importance of interdependency, democracy, and the awareness of
one’s relationship to the environment. The expanded program and spatial adjacencies are
outlined here, followed by the designed intervention.

Chapter 3 outlines the methods chosen to observe the site and determine appropriate
interventions. The methods used to direct the site and situate interventions were empirical
research, secondary source research through multidisciplinary studies, and learning
through making. Initial exploration of the site began through empirical research of site walks
and photographic documentation to analyze the site. Three site walks were performed from
October 2020 to February 2021, where the character of adjacent regions around the site
were realized. Secondary sources were analyzed through multidisciplinary readings and
research to determine holistic approaches for the resuscitation of a former industrial site.
The determined approaches are phytoremediation, community oriented urban farming,
adaptive reuse, and cohousing. Case studies that exemplified each topic were researched
to learn from their successful design interventions. Another method used to guide the
design was learning through making exercises such as site walk collages, weaving an
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Figure 3. Injustices within the food industry

Farm to Factory
The sustainability of the agri-food sector is falling short of ensuring fair access for
consumers and operating in a manner that is both environmentally sustainable and
contributes to public health and well-being.3 Mono-farming, which relies on simplifying
crops to one species to gain complete control of production, is particularly unsustainable
in the way that it treats all insects as pests and uncontrolled vegetation as weeds. These
ideas led to the destructive overuse and consumption of harsh pesticides and herbicides
such as DDT in the 1970s.4 The abusive treatment and lack of diversity on the land
depleted nutrients from the soil, making for less nutritious food. More fossil fuels are burnt
to mechanically overturn these crops making their soil arable once again.5 This production
style presents a host of hidden consequences and costs that stem from exploitative
labour and soil degradation, among many other concerns, all of which emphasize how
flawed this approach to agriculture is. On the global scale, this form of agriculture has
contributed to widespread unhealth and food insecurity. The ability for mass monofarming to become sustainable is nearly impossible as the control of this system is out
of the hands of the consumer. The infrastructure linking production and consumption is
imbalanced in favour of large corporations’ capital gain. This leads to the question: How
can we cultivate a more sustainable and accessible food system? The mono-cropping

system creates a condition where food is sourced from a global industrial network, so the
embedded carbon footprint in our food is much bigger than it should be, especially for
foods that can be grown locally. In the Great Lakes Basin, produce is imported primarily
from the United States, Mexico, Chile, and Guatemala. In 2019, the fruit industry’s imports
alone were worth $6.37 billion, accounting for a massive loss of revenue that could have
returned to local regions.6

3

Lang, “Food Policy for the 21st Century”, in For Hunger Proof Cities: Sustainable Urban Food Systems, Koc et
al., (Ottawa: International Development Research Centre, 1999.), 234.

6

4

Rachel Carson, “Elixers of Death” Silent Spring, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1907).

Horticulture Section Crops and Horticulture Division Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Statistical Overview
of the Canadian Fruit Industry 2019, Government of Canada, 2020. https://multimedia.agr.gc.ca/pack/pdf/
fruit_report_2019-eng.pdf

5

Rachel Carson, Silent Spring, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1907) 9-11.

7

Hinrichs and Lyson, “The Changing Face of Organic” Remaking the North American Food System (Ukraine:
University of Nebraska Press, 2007).
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Environmental destruction and displacement of revenue and agency ratifies a complex
structure of unjustness. In this global network, workers in other countries are exploited
for underdeveloped labour and land regulations, yet far from where consumers see the
abuse. The rising demand for organic produce means that consumers are conscious
of these wrongdoings. Giant corporations bought into the organic industry as they
understood the profit potential. “Organics” sold by large corporations are antithetical to
the authentic doctrines of organic farming rooted in land stewardship and democracy.7
Organic production is meant to prioritize ecological and ethical principles over capital
efficiencies. Food production that allows profiteering to occur has to transform into an agrisector that can be held accountable for malpractice.
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External Costs
Exploitation labour
Inhumane conditions
Lack of agency
Soil degradation
Runoﬀ of chemical waste
Air pollution
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Community

Seed Companies

Processing

Food Retailer
Figure 5. Richard T. Ely, map of economic agricultre belts, 1940

Figure 4. The hidden costs of factory farming

Healthy soil is the critical precondition for prosperous plants and organisms.8 Monofarming’s ignorance of this lies at the root of these social and spatial injustices. Nutrients
in the soil come back to humans as nutritious food. If the soil is full of toxins, humans
ingest pollutants they may be unaware of, and the viability of plants is destroyed.
Sustainable agriculture gives back to the land rather than depletes natural resources.9
Local production is the best practice to ensure sustained land stewardship by relying
on nature’s existing ecological balances to end the need for pesticides and herbicides.
Organic farming is not rigid enough of a framework for sustainable food production.
Regenerative farming, such as permaculture, gives order to the balanced relationships of
the ecosystem, ensuring sustained land stewardship.10 The next agricultural revolution will
need to address climate change, promote biodiversity, and mitigate further environmental
degradation to sustain life on earth. In order to achieve harmony with the land, smallerscale permaculture farming where ecosystems balance agriculture’s challenges will be
necessary. Human and environmental health will otherwise continue deteriorating if this
shift does not occur.
The roots of large-scale industrialized food production around the Great Lakes can be
seen from this turn of the century agriculture map (figure 5). Before colonization, the region
was a forested Carolinian Ecosystem. In 1890-1920 the region was massively deforested
8

Hinrichs and Lyson, Remaking the North American Food System (Ukraine: University of Nebraska Press,
2007), 302.

9

Ibid, 318.

10

John Chester, The Biggest Little Farm, documentary, 2019.
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to harvest lumber and clear the way for infrastructure that would support the industrial
capacity of all sectors, including farming.11 Richard T. Ely, an economist raised in the
Midwest, wrote a book called Land Economics in the 1940s, which sparked this new field of
study. In his map, extensive regions outline what he deemed an effective reorganization of
agricultural regions to economically harvest specific crops based on geological conditions
and regional politics. This mapping of how to segregate crops to prioritize yields is an
early depiction of the origins of mono-farming. In Ely’s map, the southern region of the
Great Lakes is now the Hay and Dairy Region as the climate supports that type of farming.
Ecosystems are much more diverse than can be depicted at this scale, rendering the
diagrams over-simplified.12 Ely renounced segregated land use; however, the imagined
crop-specific regions supported further rural isolation as urban centres relied on sourcing
their food on an international scale.
Around the same time as Ely’s studies, the architect Frank Lloyd Wright envisioned a shift
to living in harmony with nature as a rebuttal to the rural isolationism occurring in the
Midwest. The traditional canon of modernist planning believes in the idea that humans can
conquer nature with technology. There was anxiety over dense cities being detrimental
to the health and well-being of not only bodies but people’s souls. Wright was critiquing
this idea through his Broadacre City plan and manifesto of The Disappearing City in 1932,
and The Living City in 1958, saying that democracy only works if people are shown the
11

Bélanger, Pierre. “Regionalisation: Probing the Urban Landscape of the Great Lakes Region.” Journal of
Landscape Architecture 5, no. 2 (2010): 6–23. https://doi.org/10.1080/18626033.2010.9723435, 9-11.

12

Bélanger, “Landscape As Infrastructure.” 84.
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consequences of their actions. We become aware of our impact on the earth by living
within it and depending on its health for our survival. Wright proposed this plan for the
rural midwest; however, urban centres are isolated from nature and segregated from the
environment, making them a region in dire need of an intervention like this. Groundwork
imagines a manufacturing industry that tries to understand the complexities of ecosystems
through a form of naturalized farming. Unfortunately, Ely’s monoculture model became the
standard practice of farming as it examined the profitability of the land based on soil types,
microclimates, and water resources on a macro-scale. Broadacre’s fundamental principle
was that each family would reside on an acre of land. However, this model omitted people
not living in a nuclear household and rejected urbanization, promoting a wider sprawl
on the land. More than half of the population currently lives in urban areas, and the UN
predicts that by 2050, around 65% of the population will live in cities.13 The segregated
dynamic between farmers and urban dwellers has to be rebuilt. Wright’s notion of living
in symbiosis with the natural ebbs and flows of the local ecosystem is commendable, but
the idea has to apply to urban conditions. Cities around the Rust Belt have an abundance
of unused land emaciated by the industrial activities that once occurred upon them. Cities
around the Great Lakes could exist in harmony with their landscapes as agrarian societies,
but they need to set down roots before the land is developed inappropriately.

13

United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, “68% of the World Population Projected to
Live in Urban Areas by 2050, Says UN,” May 16, 2018. https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news/
population/2018-revision-of-world-urbanization-prospects.html
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Figure 6. Frank Lloyd Wright, Aerial photograph of the Broadacre City model, 1958

Figure 7. Frank Lloyd Wright, drawing of the Unified Farm in the Living City, 1958
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The Regional Plan Association predicts the Great Lakes Region to become one of the ten
most rapidly growing regions in North America.14,15 Population density has increased in
clustered urban regions at accelerating rates, eating up the gaps between smaller urban
centres, which has led to the formation of dense mega-regions. The Great Lakes populace
has grown from industrial production built up along the watershed as the network of
rivers and lakes offered optimal conditions for industrial activity, but the ecosystem was
consequently damaged. The map, “The Man of Commerce” from 1889 made by the
Land and River Improvement Co. (figure 9), depicts industrial regions of North America
abstracted as bodily functions. McKay locates the Great Lakes in the digestive system
depicting this region as where goods were refined, circulating out into the rest of the
world. Arteries in this map depict the demand for the lakes to be connected to the rest of
the world as this region and the globalized market developed.Canals were constructed so
ships from the Atlantic Ocean could traverse the St. Lawrence river and jump in elevation
from Niagara Falls to Lake Erie. The Great Lakes were once a robust closed ecosystem.
However, canals penetrated the elevation barrier damaging the ecosystem through
industrial effluent and invasive species carried in the oceanic water of ships’ hulls. Through
the metaphor of the watershed as a body’s digestive system, industrial effluent to the

Lake Superior

Figure 8. Industrial network of the Great Lakes in plan and section
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Figure 9. A.F. McKay, Map of “Man of Commerce”, 1889

watershed is what digesting poison is to the human body. Figure 9 depicts Hamilton’s
connection to the globalized network of trade through railways, ports, and shipping routes.
The basin that allowed for the flows of manufactured goods also circulated the pollution
generated from industrial activities. Before this scale of transportation infrastructure and
the invention of refrigerated train carts existed, food was grown locally as it would spoil if
shipped over long periods. This infrastructure facilitates the far-reaching sprawl of food
products whose impact on the environment harms the watershed at large.
This map (figure 10) shows the environmental stress index of the Great Lakes and the
surrounding land use. The stress index is influenced by toxic levels of contaminants,
invasive species, and phenomena such as algae blooms brought on by fertilizers seeping
into the water table. There is now a clear unhealth within the Great Lakes, specifically the
western part of Lake Ontario, from industrial pollution caused by Toronto and Hamilton
paired with heavy use of the Welland Canal. Since the water flows out towards the
ocean, a condensing of environmental stress occurs in Lake Ontario. One of the largest
contamination points resides along the shores of Hamilton, which is one of the critical
cities of the Great Lakes that ships pass as they come through the watershed. This region
was once used primarily for agriculture and forestry and has now evolved into a heavily
polluted urban region. As populations around these port cities become more dense, the
continued stress upon the watershed will only worsen. A regenerative intervention in
Hamilton has the catalytic potential to showcase how, against the odds, one damaged site

30

Figure 10.

Land use and environmental stress index within the Great Lakes watershed
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Figure 11. Migratory foodscape of Hamilton Ontario

can be rebuilt from the ground up, which will hopefully inspire ambitious interventions to
be realized elsewhere in the Great Lakes. Goodness generated by a healthy agriculture
system could flow throughout the watershed on a massive scale depicted in figure 12.
Figure 11 maps the top birthplaces of immigrants coming to Hamilton from 2006-2016.
These people bring their cultural heritage with them through the preparation of food.
These foods that are unsuitable to Hamilton’s climate can be grown in greenhouses creating accessible, culturally sustainable food while reducing their carbon footprint. The
impact of a regenerative intervention in the Great Lakes can radiate social and spatial wellbeing to the vast reaches of the entire watershed.

Figure 12. Migratory patterns of the Great Lakes Basin
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Figure 13. Map of the Great Lakes imagined as a sustainable agriculture model of 100-mile diets

Golden Horseshoe

Figure 14. Greater Golden Horseshoe Agrisector map

Glaciers in this region melted 415 million years ago, shifting the Cambrian shield such
that it pushed in on itself to create a lip that formed the Niagara Escarpment depicted
in Figure 14.16 This escarpment encapsulates urban development in this region dubbed
the “Golden Horseshoe”. The name took inspiration from the wealth that the area has
generated through manufacturing, with primary historical and current economy being
steel, automotive, and food processing. Figure 14 is a map synthesized from The Greater
Golden Horseshoe Alliance report in 2015. This region is the most densely populated
and industrialized area in Canada.17 In 2018, the region accounted for 21% of Canada’s
total population.18 Food production was displaced to the outer greenbelt region of the
horseshoe as urban and industrial development took priority by the water. Other sectors
replaced the food industry in this region, predominantly the entertainment sector and
warehousing shown in the diagrams in figure 15-17. As seen in figure 15, employment in
agriculture is on the decline in the region. The creation of food products now namely
consists of candy, bread, tobacco, meat, and beverages alongside wholesaling, with

farming being the smallest industry in the agri-food sector. The findings of these statistics
show that sustainable, nutritious food is not a priority. Agri-food employment has not
increased from 2010 to 2015 and even diminished in Hamilton. This is due to these jobs
being displaced on a large industrial scale. There needs to be a shift in the priorities
of food production to nutritious food. The well-being of the environment and people
existing in this region are at stake. A 100-mile radius is considered a sustainable span to
source food from. In figure 13, a series of 100-mile diet radii are mapped to show where
each urban centre could sustainably source its food. If a series of agriculture hubs along
urban centres like Chicago, Detroit, Buffalo, Cleveland, Milwaukee, Green Bay, Toronto,
and Hamilton could be created, the entire population of the basin could feed itself while
radiating regenerative healing to the greater ecology.

16 “Niagara Escarpment Glaciation – ACER,” accessed December 2, 2020, https://www.acer-acre.ca/
resources/climate-change-in-context/the-past/impacts/impacts-on-lithosphere-land/niagaraescarpment-glaciation
17

Synthesis AgriFood Network and 4DM, “Analysis of Food and Farming Assets Report” (Ontario AgriCentre,
September 28, 2015), 20, https://www.foodandfarming.ca/custom/uploads/2016/07/Analysis-of-Foodand-Farming-Assets-report-Sept-28_GF2-logos.pdf

18 Ferdinand Bada, “What Is The Golden Horseshoe?,” WorldAtlas, August 14, 2018, https://www.worldatlas.
com/articles/what-is-the-golden-horseshoe.html
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Figure 15. Job trends in the Greater Golden Horseshoe Region 2001-2015

Figure 17. Job trends in the Greater Golden Horseshoe Region, 2001-2015

Figure 16. Percentage of agri-food sector size that is in the Greater Golden Horseshoe, 2015
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Hamilton

Figure 18. Key map of Greater Hamilton
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Figure 19. Aerial view of Stelco Steel Mill, Hamilton

Local Initiatives

Chapter 2 - Hamilton

Figure 20. Remediation of Randle Reef in Hamilton’s port

Randle Reef

Hamilton is one of many cities along the Great Lakes where abandoned post-industrial
sites are prevalent. The city has optimism for the reparation of its industrial legacy. It is
not yet as developed as larger cities such as Toronto, leaving room for well-thought-out
sustainable development. These existing initiatives around the city show this energy,
serving examples of how an agri-hub would suit the existing enthusiasm for regenerative
agriculture. Lower Hamilton is in a valley between the Niagara Escarpment and Lake
Ontario. Within this valley is the urban centre. Hamiltonians call the settlement above
the escarpment the Mountain, which is home to the suburbs. The surrounding towns
amalgamated to form Greater Hamilton, which makes the third largest urban centre in
Ontario. These darker areas of the map outline vulnerable communities that are living
below the poverty line in Hamilton.19 With poverty comes concerns about food insecurity.
These neighbourhoods might not be considered a food desert, but poverty increases the
risk of malnutrition from cheap nutrient sparse foods and reliance on food banks.

Looking at Hamilton as a place to remediate urban damaged land to adapt for agriculture
use, many surrounding interventions address the issues of remediating the post-industrial,
health, and food security. Randle Reef is a $139-million dollar reef remediation of an
underwater box the size of six city blocks in Hamilton’s port.20 The full 60 hectares of
contamination is described as an oozing black goo. This goo is coal tar, a by-product of
coal gasification, containing volatile compounds caused by steel manufacturers burning
coal along the shore. The plan implemented to remediate this area was to pump sediment
onshore to cleanse it, then transfer it into a walled-off region to contain the spread. This
type of remediation functions as an aquatic landfill. The issue with contamination of
volatile compounds at this scale is that once they are released into the environment, they
rarely break down. The only solution is to isolate the toxicity either through capping the
contaminants or moving them elsewhere. The steel box built to contain the sediment has a
200-year lifespan and will need to be revisited at a later time. Industrial contamination is at
an overwhelming scale along this port, but the city’s dedication to remediation is a priority
considering they have taken on this daunting and pricey issue.

19 Jeanette Eby, Peter Kitchen, and Allison Williams, “Perceptions of Quality Life in Hamilton’s Neighbourhood
Hubs: A Qualitative Analysis,” Social Indicators Research 108, no. 2 (2012): 299–315.

20 Kelly Bennett, “Lake Ontario ‘Aquatic Landfill’ to Contain 150-Year-Old Toxic Blob from Industrial Pollution,”
The Narwhal, June 6, 2020, https://thenarwhal.ca/lake-ontario-aquatic-landfill-toxic-blob-steel-mill/
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Figure 21. McQueston Community Farm, Hamilton

McQuesten Urban Farm
On the more tangible scale of an urban transformation in Hamilton, McQueston Farm is an
urban agriculture project for the at-risk community of McQueston on the east side of the
lower city. The urban farm has brought a sense of pride of place, health, and agency to a
disadvantaged community in Hamilton that has faced food insecurity. A McMaster thesis
student, Nicole Langdon, created a GIS mapping of the transformation in food accessibility
that the creation of the farm brought.21 She mapped income with walking times to the
nearest grocery stores. The red lines denote a walking distance of 17-20 minutes. That is
a long walk for single parents with no car to be made with groceries in hand. Volunteers
take home whatever they would like and community users pay a small fee for fresh
vegetables and fruit. This project brought a stronger sense of community and serves
as a food advocacy hub where people can grow, cook and share grown produce.22 The
model of an urban farm in the city is proven to be successful so long as it is run with the
community’s interest at the heart of the operation’s intentions. McQueston has a food box
program where people sign up to pick up a box of seasonal produce grown at the farm.
There is also the Good Food Box which is a program that compiles fresh local produce for
affordable rates and delivers two weeks’ worth of groceries to accessible pickup points

21

Nichole Langdon, “The McQuesten Urban Farm: A Look at Food Accessibility Using Service Areas and
Origin-Destination Cost Matrices,” Esri Canada (blog), 2019, https://ecce.esri.ca/spotlights/2019/10/18/
the-mcquesten-urban-farm/

22

“McQuesten Urban Farm| Hamilton | Ontario,” mcquestenurbanfarm, 2020, https://www.
mcquestenurbanfarm.ca
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Figure 22. Nicole Langdon, McQuesten GIS food accessibility study, 2019
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Figure 23. Halton’s Fresh Food Box chain of opperation

Figure 25. Hamilton Community Garden Network

throughout Hamilton.23 This initiative is volunteer-based and does not have a central
location to call home at this point. The program of this thesis project is envisioned as a
place to home this initiative, especially considering McQueston’s success with their food
box program.

Rentable Garden Plots
This enthusiasm for farming in the city is also evident through small clusters of rentable,
self-governed garden plots occupying unused parcels of land. Members apply to rent
a plot within the garden and handle their garden bed while making communal efforts to
improve the larger garden.24 Growing happens throughout the city despite its remaining
industrial contaminants. Connecting to all small plots through main roadways, an agrihub in the urban centre could serve as a headquarters with resources to educate
about affordable remediation and regenerative farming practices. The dense region of
community gardens is situated downtown. An urban agriculture centre here could act as a
critical mass for the existing network.

23

Figure 24. Good Food Box advertisement
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“Good Food Box Network, Hamilton | Nourishing Communities,” accessed December 24, 2020, http://
nourishingontario.ca/good-food-box-network-hamilton/

24 Hamilton Public Health Services and North Hamilton Community Health Centre, “City of Hamilton 2013
Food Access Guide” (Hamilton: City of Hamilton, 2013).
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Figure 26. Timeline of the Hamilton farmers market

Hamilton Farmers Market
The farmers’ market at the heart of downtown is a key distribution point of locally grown
produce. The market began as an open-air market. A large building downtown was then
put up in place of the open-air market where city hall occupied the second story. This
building unfortunately burnt down in 1912. Temporary stalls were put up in the 20s. Then
the coming of the car drastically changed the use of the market. A car park was built
adjacent to the site to draw in more shoppers. The market then moved into an indoor
building with air conditioning in the 80s.25 A mass renovation connecting the market to
the central library and downtown mall brought the market to what it is today. The glass
facade and walls showcase the dynamic and multi-programmatic space within the core
of the city. This thesis project uses this model of embracing multi-programmatic space
integrated into urban living to connect urban dwellers to food production. This design
intervention fosters this excitement of locally grown produce, eagerness to heal the land,
and programs that foster food accessibility.

25 Screenthink, “Hamilton Farmers’ Market History,” Hamilton Farmers’ Market, accessed November 6, 2020,
https://hamiltonfarmersmarket.ca/history/
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Figure 27. Climate condition of lower Hamilton

Hamilton’s Hinterland
The desire to grow produce exemplified in the surrounding agrarian townships radiates
into the city. Hamilton’s climate is unique as the valley that downtown lies in, between the
escarpment and the lake, creates a region protected from harsh winds leading to milder
winters that extend growing periods. The soil along the shore and downtown is described
in soil mapping data from the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food as silty clay, which
is the optimal substrate found throughout the “fruit basket” around the Niagara region.26
Orchards thrive in this silty clay. These Optimal vegetation for this soil type outlined in
figure 28 will be planted in the ground crops of the agri-hub. As lower Hamilton was once
a dissipated shoreline, the topsoil is sandy and would need to be transformed through
the introduction of nutrient-dense topsoil. Soil that lies beneath the industrial ruination is
valuable. The headless treatment of the landscape could be exposed through farming tied
to the health of the soil.

Agriculture for Silty Loam
tomatoes, peppers,green beans, zucchinini,
cucumbers, asperagus, onions, lettuce
sweet corn, okra, radishes, eggplant, carrots,

Lacking Topsoil

Groundcover for Silty Loam

Silty Loam

Oregon stonecrop, Moss phlox, catmint,
lavender, sedum, artemisia

Silty Clay

Shrubs for Silty Loam
Butterﬂy bush, siberian pea shrub, rose of
sharon, red shokeberry, western sword fern, `

Queenston Shale

Orchard
Peaches, cherries, plums, apple, pear, grape.

Sandstone

Seeds needing to start indoors
Peppers, Broccoli, brussel sprouts, cabbage,
cauliﬂower, eggplants, kale, tomatoes

26 D.W. Hoffman and C.J. Acton, “The Soils of Northumberland County,” The Ontario Soil Survey (Guelph:
Agriculture Canada and The Ontario Agricultural College, 1974), https://sis.agr.gc.ca/cansis/publications/
surveys/on/on42/on42_report.pdf
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Figure 28. Soil section of lower Hamilton near the shore
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History of Hamilton
This collage examines a brief history of the city that served as a cannon for the port
infill and urbanization. Hamilton’s colonial roots were prominently loyal to the British
empire. Picturesque Dundurn castle was built in 1835 alongside a crystal palace which
spoke to the industrial excitement and devout loyalism to the British empire of the era.
The first telephone call in history was made from Hamilton to England.27 Railways and
canals broadened industrial reach. Electricity was considerably cheaper due to the
proximity to Niagara Falls, which drew steel refineries and their respective manufacturing
industries.28 Industrialization took off in the early 1900s as opportunities for exploiting
the land made Hamilton ripe with wealth-generating potential. Military manufacturing
took over many factories during WWII, which continued to fuel growth after the war. The
population flourished as jobs in the industrial sectors increased. The Oil crisis of 1973
reshaped Hamilton among many other rustbelt cities as production became costly. Bluecollar jobs around the port then began to decline and relocate to foreign countries with
underdeveloped regulations, which made them affordable. Food manufacturing jobs in
the suburbs replaced the multitude of job opportunities once stemming from the steel
industry. The offset of jobs created by the university and college paired with a teaching
hospital supported Hamilton through the decline of industrial work. In 1989 Dofasco and

27
28

Gentilcore, R. Louis. “The Beginnings: Hamilton in the Nineteenth Century.” In Steel City: Hamilton and
Region, edited by Dear M.J., Drake J.J., and Reeds L.G., 99-118. Toronto; Buffalo; London: University of
Toronto Press, 1987. http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.3138/j.ctt1gxxr31.15.
Ibid.
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Figure 29. History of Hamilton collage

Stelco, being the main industrial steel refineries, were listed among the “dirty dozen”
polluters in Ontario and are now invested in the remediation efforts of their environments.29
In 2014, Hamilton became a sanctuary city for immigrants.30 With this population increase,
now is the time to create job opportunities that could heal the landscape and create
a more stable economy. An agri-hub would transform Hamilton’s industrial legacy to a
regenerative outcome rather than a destructive narrative. This intervention could spawn a
re-greening of the Great Lakes as a former industrial heartland to spark a second industrial
boom.

29

Elaine MacDonald, Cracking down on Polluters: A Report on Violations of Ontario’s Air and Water Pollution
Laws (Vancouver: Sierra Legal Defence Fund, 2004).

30

Kim Nursall, “Hamilton Declares Itself ‘Sanctuary City’ for Undocumented Immigrants,” The Star, February
12, 2014, https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2014/02/12/hamilton_declares_itself_sanctuary_city_for_
undocumented_immigrants.html
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Industrial Sector & Keith Neigbourhood
This map (figure 30) was made to examine the layers of Hamilton’s industrial legacy along
the port from the 1920s, 1960s, to current use, which condenses to a general region.
The smog deriving from these manufacturing plants, notably steel refineries, traps
emissions around the port and urban centre. Over a century of coal use along the port
has contaminated the immediate waterbed. In the centre of this contaminated land is a 26
acre abandoned manufacturing plant, one of the largest brownfield projects in Hamilton’s
history.31 The population living in this region is faced with the damaging effects of living in a
toxic area overlaid with the lack of accessibility to nutritious food. Keith is not a food desert;
however, un-nutritious food is often cheaper and more accessible. Unhealthy food sources
depicted in red outweigh the two grocery stores providing healthy options depicted in
green. The population that resides here has suffered the aftermath of industrial activities
along the shore that have left the region ruin. This industrial sector that once generated
many jobs which initiated a residential zone in this part of the city is now fragmented
and depressed. In 1966 the Studebaker car manufacturing plant in the core of this
neighbourhood closed its doors, J.I. Case followed, and then with the downsizing of U.S.
Steel, the school had to shut down.32 The population and its wealth diminished as many
of the workers moved out to the suburbs. The economic downturn of former prosperous
manufacturing sites has left this neighbourhood in a debilitated state. The remaining
Figure 30. Portrait of Hamilton’s industrial legacy
31

UrbanCore Developments Inc., “Hamilton Central Business Park - UrbanCore Developments Inc.”

32 Neighbourhood Development Office, “Keith Neighbourhood Action Plan” (City of Hamilton, September
2012).
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Figure 31. Key map of Ward 3 in Hamilton

residents are however, optimistic and excited to push for regenerative changes in their
community. The Keith neighbourhood has formed an advisory committee composed of
residents who created the Keith Neighbourhood Action Plan. Their motives are to:
A. Enhance neighbourhood beautification and pride through parks, green spaces, 		
and elevated property standards.
B. Increase neighbourhood health, safety and security by improving residents wellbeing, improving perception of the area, remediating contaminated sites, and 		
adapting old building for reuse.
C. Strengthen educational, business and economic opportunities through 			
promoting education and skills training, increasing career opportunities, and 		
attract new business.
D. Improve communication between the neighbourhood and agencies working in Keith.
This plan also outlines four specific goals they wish their community to aim for inspired by
these parameters:
1. Working with the City towards creating a rail trail.
2. Future expansion of North Central Park which sits adjacent to the 				
Studebaker site.
3. Attract 12 new families through habitat for humanity.
4. Attract a manufacturing industry emphasized on green technologies.33
Neighbourhood Development Office, “Keith Neighbourhood Action Plan.”
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Figure 32. Economic status of Ward 3, Hamilton, 2016

The goals and motives outlined by the community could be achieved through greening
the toxic deserted parcel of land that lies at the heart of the neighbourhood into a
regenerative agri-hub.
The land use is primarily industrial as expected, but there is a significant residential
community living here.34 Collected census information from the political boundaries that
govern this zone shows the demographics of the residents’ healthcare use and general
lifestyle. In figure 32, unhealth is prominent in this ward compared to the rest of Hamilton,
with half of the at-risk neighbourhoods lying within its borders. Not only is the poor health
of the residents significantly condensed to this region, but also the rate of unemployment
and reliance on the Ontario Works Assistance (social assistance) in figure 35. There is a
dire need for an intervention to ameliorate the livability of this neighbourhood. The green
map in figure 36 shows how this part of downtown has a disproportionately larger amount
of single-parent families compared to the rest of the city. The ward is lacking in land
use that supports the well-being of the residents. The region needs programs that aid
single parents and people living on low incomes, such as jobs that are closer to home,
childcare services, a laundromat, communal spaces, and safe areas for children to play.
The intervention will serve the people living here through generating jobs, cleansing the
land to create a habitable landscape, and providing programmed services to assist singleparent families.

34
33

Hamilton Avg.
Hamilton Avg.

Ward 3, Web GIS Framework, 2016 Ward Profiles (Hamilton: McMaster University, City of
Hamilton, February 2019), https://spatialsolutions.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.
html?appid=2d8a8dbf9d904252976be068b37602b0
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Figure 33. Chart of current land use in the Keith Neighbourhood
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Figure 35. Unemployment rates for Ward 3 in 2016
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Figure 34. Plan of current land use in the Keith Neighbourhood
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Figure 36. Demographics of Hamilton in 2016
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Studebaker Lot
Otis Fensom Elevator Company
The urban fabric has gone through transformations that left the community in this state.
This plot of land diagramed in red in figure 38 has been used for industrial purposes
and zoned for heavy industrial use since the early 1900s. The Otis Elevator company
was the first established manufacturer in 1927, and in 1938 they went out of business.35
Elevators and their production, especially at this time, used some of the worst types of soil
contaminants. The site was contaminated heavily from this use alone. Some of those toxic
compounds could still be sitting deep in the earth. Despite shipping operations, the shore
was a soft boundary that later was expanded upon and built up.

35

Joshua Nelson, “Otis Fensom Elevator Co. Building the North American Elevator Company,” Elevator
Scene, May 5, 2018, https://www.elevatorscenestudio.com/blog/2018/5/5/otis-fensom-elevator-co-.
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Figure 37. Site evolution of the Keith neighbourhood, 1927
Figure 38. Otis-Fensom Hamilton offices in the Keith neighbourhood c. 1920s
Figure 39. Otis-Fensom Elevator postcard c. 1906
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Bofor gun manufacturing, Studebaker factory
The factory became vacant around WWII and was adapted to manufacture Bofor AntiAircraft Guns until 1943. In 1948 Studebaker automobiles opened up another factory here,
expanding upon the existing facilities in the United States and then closed the factory in
1966. Blue-collar jobs here supported the growth of a residential community that occupies
the surrounding neighbourhood to this day.36

1927

1962

The site was left abandoned until bought by UrbanCore developers, who took on the
remediation of this site with funding from the city and then built their new office on the
northwest portion of the site.37,38 The city’s bylaw states the site must remain as land
that generates employment so the current developer has proposed an industrial park.
The plan for this development has been in play since 2014, but only one office building
and a road have been constructed.39 The mono-programmatic proposal will further
isolate the land from the community. The warehouses and offices take no consideration
36 Paul Wilson, “Woman Living in Same House 95 Years Watches Her World Tumble,” CBC News, May 9, 2013,
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/hamilton/talk/paul-wilson-woman-living-in-same-house-95-yearswatches-her-world-tumble-1.1396282
37

UrbanCore Developments Inc., “Hamilton Central Business Park - UrbanCore Developments Inc.”

38 “Industrial Park to Rise on Old Studebaker Site,” The Hamilton Spectator, February 20, 2014, sec. Hamilton
Region, https://www.thespec.com/news/hamilton-region/2014/02/20/industrial-park-to-rise-on-oldstudebaker-site.html
39 Teviah Moro, “Mars Avenue Site Soon to Look Less like Mars,” The Hamilton Spectator, January 3, 2014,
sec. Hamilton Region, https://www.thespec.com/news/hamilton-region/2014/01/03/mars-avenue-sitesoon-to-look-less-like-mars.html
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Figure 40. Site evolution of the Keith neighbourhood in 1962
Figure 41. Interior view of Hamilton Studebaker factory c. 1960s
Figure 42. Aerial view of the Studebaker plant, 1963
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Figure 43. UrbanCore Development’s plan for the site

UrbanCore Developers Proposed Industrial park
1927

into the engagement of the existing community and its legacy. This site is tied to the
memory of place, and to replace it with sterile architecture will continue to depress the
neighbourhood. Many of the Keith residents grew up here; the factories employed them
and their parents. There is a value to them in the collective memory of the industrial
legacy. The soil has been turned over by introducing new soil and left to be taken over
by native vegetation. Installation of groundwater monitoring pumps have been installed
to track remediation progress. Only the original office building remains in its fragmented
state. Natural vegetation has since reclaimed the land. However, the land would not yet
be clean enough to cultivate food and requires extensive phasing to change its zoning to
agricultural production in the ground as imagined in this thesis project. The manufacturing
of food as a green industry could provide a source of employment. This proposed
agriculture program would align with the city’s bylaw, the Neighbourhood Action Plan’s
goals, and the economic goals of the province in pushing for the greening of industries.40

2005

40 “A Place to Grow: Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe,” Government of Ontario, Ontario.ca,
August 28, 2020, https://www.ontario.ca/document/place-grow-growth-plan-greater-golden-horseshoe
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Figure 44. Site evolution of the Keith neighbourhood in 2020
Figure 45. The gradual demolition of the former Studebaker plant, 2005-2014
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This section outlines the research methods in preparation for the design and the
information gathered from each method. The methods chosen were empirical research,
secondary source research through multidisciplinary studies, and learning through making.
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Figure 46. Southeast Site Walk Oct. 2020- Feb. 2021.

Empirical Research - Site Walks
Southeast Site Walk - Residential neighbourhood
The initial methodology to examining the site was through site walks conducted in
October, November, and January 2020-2021. This site walk began in the residential area
just south of the site. The Eva Rothwell centre to the east used to be a school. In 2006
the building was converted into a community centre with various resources for families
such as childcare, educational, and food security services. There is also a park beside the
southeast portion of the site for the many children in this neighbourhood. This portion of
the neighbourhood is exceptionally residential, with tree-lined blocks of brick century
homes and kids playing through the entire neighbourhood. This axis of the site connects
the existing residential character of the community, creating a link from the Ava Rothwell
Centre and the park into the proposed residential portion of the site. Common spaces
throughout the residential portion of the site will engage the existing community with the
proposed housing extension.

Figure 47. Site walk collage - southeast residential neighbourhood, February 2021
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Figure 48. Southwest Site Walk, Oct. 2020- Feb. 2021

Southwest Site Walk - Heritage industrial buildings & hospital
The Southwest axis of the site contains Hamilton General Hospital, which specializes as
one of two trauma, neurology, and cardiology hospitals for Southern Ontario affiliated
with McMaster University health programs. There is a vegetable garden in the hospital’s
courtyard for recovering patients to get outside and move around during their stay.
The hospitals existing interest in therapeutic gardening and outdoor leisure calls for an
expansion on programs that generate well-being. This axis of the site will uphold the value
of generating health that occurs at the hospital through providing a nearby solid source of
nutritious food and expansive outdoor leisure space for the workers, patients, and visitors
of the hospital. Fragments of urban legacy surround this axis, including a few former redbrick factories built around the turn of the century that could also be adapted in the future
as initiatives that further build upon these reparative programs.

Figure 49. Site walk collage - southwest industrial sector and hospital region, February 2021
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Figure 50. North Site Walk, Oct. 2020- Feb. 2021

North Site Walk - Industrial sector along the port
To the north of the site is the industrial port lands along Burlington Avenue. Great Lake
shippers can be seen from Ferrie Lane. Views of the ships docking along the shore
would be interesting from the site, but the development will need to be protected from
noxious scents, noise, and airborne pollutants of this region through an elevated and
forested treatment along the northern edge of the site. The site should tie its packing and
distributing program to this axis to source nearby materials through the adjacent railways,
linking to this existing distribution network.

Figure 51. Site walk collage - industrial port, February 2021
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Figure 52. Site Walk, Oct. 2020- Feb. 2021

Site Walk - Industrial fragment along the main street
At the centre of the Keith neighbourhood is the abandoned Studebaker site that dominates
the landscape. The site opens up into a large field framed by two buildings - the remaining
fragment of the original factory and the newly built office building. This entrance to the
site faces the main one-way road into this neighbourhood with a bus stop and bike lanes.
The old industrial ruin is a slowly decaying landmark that sits proudly on the front corner,
making a grand impression on anyone who drives or bikes by. This landmark will frame the
commercial portion of the site to form an accessible public entrance. The fragment’s two
facades facing into the site are frayed, revealing the structural grid. The interior is boarded
up, with its steel structure and upper wooden floors still intact. The unveiled structural grid
creates cues to adapt the new structure to create an architectural narrative of a program
that adapts manufacturing into a sustainable rather than destructive model.

Figure 53. Site walk collage - industrial fragment along the main street, February 2021
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Figure 54. Duisberg Nord educational park and pathways
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Figure 55. Duisberg Nord gardens plan

Secondary Source Research
Soil Remediation
The site will require extensive remediation to cleanse toxins that lay deep in the earth
to prepare for nourishing growth. The developers have already completed standard
remediation, but the viability of the soil needs to be reestablished, so the food grown
will be safe for consumption. Duisberg Nord by Latz and Partner was used as a
case study to determine a holistic remediation strategy. The project is a large-scale
industrial remediation in Germany that transformed an old coal and steel refinery into
a park. Phytoremediation was explored as a form of experimental remediation where
contaminant sequestering plants stabilize the soil. Elevated pathways lift humans off
the hostile landscape, allowing these plants to cleanse the ground. The design intention
was to heal and understand the industrial past rather than reject or avoid it. They
implemented programs and park space that explain the industrial operations that once
took place here.1 This case study led me to research how the site could be remediated
through phytoremediation and become a monument to its industrial past while looking
optimistically towards the future of the greening of industrialization.
Remediation was further explored through interdisciplinary research in environmental
science. There is a difference between pollution and contamination; pollution can be
a natural or human-made occurrence where “exposure to chemicals or energy at an
intensity that exceeds the tolerance of organisms” is prevalent in an environment. In
1

Latz und Partner, “Duisburg Nord Landscape Park, DE,” Latz und Partner, 2002, https://www.latzundpartner.
de/en/projekte/postindustrielle-landschaften/landschaftspark-duisburg-nord-de/
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Figure 56. Duisberg Nord remediative gardens
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White Clover
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Figure 57. Expected toxic compounds and contamination on site

Figure 58. Expected toxic elements on site

contrast, contamination is a concern where harmful stressors are prevalent but not
immediately damaging.2 Too often these are categorized with sole consideration of the
effects on humans. This anthropocentric bias means only ecologies or species humans
rely on or deem aesthetically essential are considered when it comes to remediation.
For holistic production of food, the remediation strategy must embrace the importance
of all species within the ecology. There are three extents of decontaminating land:
remediation, reclamation, and restoration. Remediation is an effort to address a specific
issue such as liming to decrease soil acidity. Reclamation is a more complex effort to
“establish a productive ecosystem on degraded land”.3 Restoration is the goal of reverting
damaged land to its native, self-maintaining condition.4 The region is too far developed
to return to a pure restoration of the former ecosystem, but a reclamation could allow a
suitable ecosystem to thrive. Phytoremediation could transform the toxic land into a safe
fertile land for the production of food. Traditional remediation takes soil from the entire
site, dumps it in a landfill, and transplants new soil. This is extremely costly and defers
investors from developing former industrial land.5 It is easier for industrial lands to maintain
their destructive programs rather than be reclaimed through costly remediation and
rezoning. This is why many industrial fragments around the Great Lakes have been left
to decay, much like the Studebaker site. Standard remediation does not solve the issue

but rather relocates the giant mass of toxic soil to landfills, which destroys the perception
that the site has been damaged as people do not see the consequences of soil abuse.
Another complication in standard remediation is the destruction of topsoil, which normally
contains the essential nutrient cycles required for plants to thrive. The tilth is the upper
layer of soil that depends on the regular decomposition of organic matter to support life.
Industrial functions destroy the tilth as plant matter is cannot grow in such inhospitable
environments, which leads to further nutrient deficiency.6

2

Bill Freedman, Environmental Science a Canadian Perspective, 5th ed. (Toronto: Pearson Canada, 2010),
228.

3

Freedman, Environmental Science, 123.

4

Ibid.

5

Kaja Kuhl, Brownfields to Greenfields, A Field Guide to Phytoremediaiton (New York: youarethecity, 2011).
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Phytoremediation, on the other hand, is labour intensive but significantly cheaper
and un-wasteful. Over three years, specific contaminant sequestering and dissipating
vegetation gets planted and harvested each year. These plants, and not their soil, are sent
to landfills where they break down, cutting the amount of toxic waste being disposed
from dump trucks full of soil to wheelbarrows of plants which will continue to break down
contaminants. These contaminants in figure 57 and 58 are in excess in the soil around
former metal foundries and manufacturing sites. These plants in figure 60 combat those
specific contaminants and chemicals potentially on-site that are toxic at high levels. There
are many more plants that remediate these toxins and chemicals. However, these are
suitable to the climate and growing medium of the site. The former program of the site is
completely transformed from destruction of the environment to cleansing and nutrient
cycling within the soil as a form of generating life.

6

Freedman, Environmental Science, 203.
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Clean Soil
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Figure
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Figure 61. Phytoremediation methods
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Figure 60 Selected phytoremediation plants for the site
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Produce list of priority
1

Individual households using a
pay-what-you-can model.
Think of it as a suggested donation
grocery store.
(Note: we have supplied over 200
households within 2 square miles
supplied in the last 2 years)

2

Local Markets
Thousands of lbs of produce go to
over 5 markets within 5 miles

3

Local Restaurants & Vendors
thousands of lbs of produce supply
locally-owned businesses all over
southeast Michigan

4

Food Pantries
Local Churches,
Coalition on Temporary Shelters
(COTS) & Forgotten Harvest

Figure 62. Michigan Urban Farmers Innitiative, Detroit
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Figure 63. Michigan Urban Farmers Innitiative operations, Detroit

Urban Agriculture
An example of another Great Lakes city that addresses post-industrial landscapes
through food production is Detroit, where the Michigan Urban Farming Initiative is rooted.
Their program is experimental in its farming methods outlined in figure 63.7 There are
varying agriculture methods alongside programs that serve the surrounding residential
community, which will also occur on this site in Hamilton. The community-based project
has an order of priority of people it feeds, prioritizing the most food insecure people.
Detroit is one of the cities along the rust belt that has considerably declined. Once a
vibrant city spurred by the production of cars, the legacy largely lies in ruin. As of 2011,
roughly a third of the city became vacant. With Detroit’s current population, the city cannot
keep up with the costs of maintaining the sprawling infrastructure. The former Mayor Dave
Bing formulated a new master plan called Detroit Works, which focused on reinvesting in
denser areas of the city. This leaves many lots just outside of the core in ruination, creating
land that can be designated agricultural. In this instance, nature is not continuing to
degrade the ruin but rather acts as a catalyst to renew through adaptive reuse.8
Locally born and raised millionaire John Hantz founded Hantz Farms, LLC, with the vision
of buying up vacant plots from the city to transform into five to ten thousand acres of
large-scale commercial agriculture. Many of the people supported this vision as he had no
7

“MUFI - Projects,” 2013, https://www.miufi.org/projects

8

Timothy Beatley, “Inventing the New Urban Farm: Field Notes From Detroit,” Foundation for Landscape
Studies 6, no. 2 (Spring 2011), https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.2307/24889376
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plans to evict residents. The president of this business, Mike Score, who is also native to
Detroit, obtained a degree in Crop and Soil Sciences from Michigan State University. They
planned construction in phases, beginning with woodlands and simple ground cropping.9
The second phase would include experimental indoor growing imagining this centre
as an innovation centre for agrotourism. The third phase would be to render operations
sustainable through renewable infrastructure. There has been somewhat of a pushback
against this notion of a larger, privatized, commercial farming. Some residents felt it lacked
community presence. There are many small-scale urban farming initiatives scattered
throughout the city that create a stronger sense of community. When urban farming is
commercialized at too large of a scale without ground-up community involvement, the
same over-commercialization that caused the downward economic spiral resulting in the
rust belt is at risk of occurring again. Farming initiatives should be designed to give locals
agency resulting in food sovereignty. Detroit Garden Resource Collaborative, in a joint
effort with the Greening of Detroit, Detroit Agriculture Network, Earthworks Urban Farm,
and Michigan State University base their operations around community agency.10 These
organizations give the community the power to create change from the ground up, rather
than a larger organization treating the derelict state of the land opportunistically. The root
inspiration for these networks is to combat social inequity and food insecurity, not primarily

9

Sean King O’Grady, Land Grab (Atlas Industries, 2018).

10

Beatley, “Inventing the New Urban Farm: Field Notes From Detroit.”
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MUFI’s Produce list of priority
Complimentary Programs

Indoor Planting

Outdoor Planting

Vermicomposting
Use of earthworms to transform organic
material and waste into organic fertilizer

Hydroponics
Grown in sand of gravel substrate ﬂoating
in nutrient dense water.

Covercropping
Ground cover to minimize erosion,
weeds, and pests.

Aquaponics
Plants feeding oﬀ ﬁsh waste, ﬁsh feeding
oﬀ plants. Similar to hydroponic method,
except integration of ﬁsh.

Intensive in ground
Intercropping: Fast and slow growing crops
planted together
Intensive spacing: reduces weeds, water
evaporation beneﬁt

Animals
Chickens
Aerate and fertilize top soil. Used to turn
over crops.
Bees
Essential in polinating orchard.

Aeroponics
Grown without substrate using mist and
LED lighting.
Vertical farming
Grown in controlled environment, vertical
stacking of substrate structure.

Individual households using a pay-what-you-can model.
Functions as suggested donation grocery store.
(Note: MUFI supplied over 200 households within 2 square miles in the last 2 years)
Local Markets
Thousands of lbs of produce go to over 5 markets within 5 miles

Raised beds
Square foot gardening: planting in narrow
raised beds

Local Restaurants & Vendors
Thousands of lbs of produce supply locally-owned businesses all over southeast Michigan

Greenhouses, hoop houses & high tunnels
Sheild from the environment to extend
growing season
Agroforestry
Planting trees within crops or pastures for
mutual beneﬁts.

Food Pantries
Local Churches,
Coalition on Temporary Shelters (COTS) & Forgotten Harvest

Orchards

Figure 64. Methods of agriculture to take place on site

Figure 65. MUFI’s produce list of priority

to turn a profit. Detroiters are uneasy about the idea of corporate farming, especially
considering the corporations such as banks redlined the city, which brought it to its current
state. It is without a doubt that the food system is broken and in need of redesigning.
While investors such as Hantz willing to invest in developing abandoned lands are doing
so with the good intentions of renewing the city’s economic livelihood, the community’s
well-being, and sense of agency must be at the forefront of these initiatives. The cities
economic growth is important, but that must come after the local justice, poverty, and
health initiatives are addressed. This is how North-American cities should be rebuilding in
the postindustrial era; through new sustainable industries that prioritize restoring the wellbeing of the people and their places.

many farming methods to determine their efficacies on site. Indoor planting will allow
for growing year-round, while outdoor planting is used for food needing to take deeper
root such as orchards and legumes.12 These various growing programs will support and
balance one another as a form of permaculture, mitigating the need for herbicides and
pesticides.13 A diverse farm will begin to balance itself in the image of a natural ecosystem.
The program will nurture the ecosystem and other forms of life on-site rather than fight
them.14 The overturning of soil nutrients will be created through vermicomposting, using
the community’s organic food waste to feed worms that will aerate and resuscitate nutrient
cycling within the soil. Bees are required in order to pollinate the orchards. Chicken coops
are phased in once the soil is safe to be used as a natural method of regulating the bugs
and aerating the soil as they walk across the land.

Food secure Canada synthesizes the main factors in food security being: access,
adequacy, acceptability, and advocacy. Accessibility is the quality of food, its origin and its
affordability. Adequacy is the nutritional value. Acceptability is the food being accessible for
all and relevant to one’s culture. Advocacy is about consumers having agency in making
decisions about their food.11 The order of priority and community-based programs seen
in the Detroit Urban Farm will be imagined on the site in Hamilton. I envision future farms
expanding and creating connections to one another in their research efforts to deal with
the urban conditions of rust belt cities. As in the urban farm in Detroit, the site should home

11

Silas Rosenblatt, “Mapping Food Matters,” ed. Sachiko Kiyooka, Faye Smith, and Quinn Slobodian, n.d., 3.
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The designed amount of greenhouses and farmland are based on the weight of fruits
and vegetables required to sustain the neighbourhood and combat food insecurity in

12

J Kuhns et al., “Urban Green Train Modules and Resources, Module 3: Urban Agriculture Types/Production
Systems and Short Food Chains” (URBAN GReen Education for ENTteRprising Agricultural INnovation,
n.d.), https://ruaf.org/assets/2019/11/Module-3-Urban-Agriculture-types-production-systems-and-shortfood-chains.pdf.

13

Bill Mollison, “Introduction to Permaculture” Permaculture: A Designers’ Manual, Second (Tyalgum, Australia:
Tagari Publications, 2002).

14

Aranya, Permaculture Design a Step by Step Guide (Hampshire, England: Permanent Publications, 2012),
439-453.
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Hamilton. The average serving of fruits and vegetables recommended by the Canadian
Food Guide is five servings a day, which on average adds up to 730 lbs per person a
year.15,16 Greenhouse yields using high-tech systems with glass frame greenhouses can
yield around 18 lbs/sqft.17A standard small-scale farming operation yields around 0.5lbs/
sqft while farming in the earth using a permaculture model can produce 3 lbs/sqft.
One permaculture farmer writes in his blog that on two acres, he could easily feed over
300 people, some years up to 450.18 The agriculture operations use a mix of in-ground
permaculture and high-tech greenhouse growing to efficiently feed the community various
types of produce year-round. Considering the sun access to greenhouses, it is feasible
to place 30, 3 story greenhouses on the site at 13,560 sf each. Each greenhouse could
produce 244,080 lbs of produce totalling 7,322,400 lbs/ year.
According to the census, about 49,000 people lived downtown in 2016.19 In 2017, 14.8% of
Greater Hamilton’s population experienced food insecurity, and over 5,200 households
accessed food banks.20 The site could feed a quarter of downtown, which would rectify
15

“Statistical Overview of the Canadian Fruit Industry 2019,” Government of Canada, Agriculture and AgriFood, August 27, 2019, https://www.agr.gc.ca/eng/canadas-agriculture-sectors/horticulture/horticulturesector-reports/statistical-overview-of-the-canadian-fruit-industry-2019/?id=1564485377504#a3.2

16 “Vegetable & Fruit Consumption and Heart Disease and Stroke” (Heart & Stroke Foundation, August 2013),
https://www.heartandstroke.ca/-/media/pdf-files/canada/2017-position-statements/vegetableandfruit-consumption-ps-eng.ashx?rev=374631abde6145868e80fb07f5e52299
17

Troy Buechel, “Greenhouse Herb and Vegetable Production,” Pro-Mix Training Centre (blog), February 4,
2021, https://www.pthorticulture.com/en/training-center/greenhouse-herb-and-vegetable-productionpart-24-greenhouse-structure/

18 David Blume, “Food and Permaculture,” Hudson Valley Biofuel (blog), 2013, https://www.
hudsonvalleybiofuel.org/index.php/Food-vs.-Fuel/food-and-permaculture.html
19 Sara Mayo, “Profile of Hamilton’s Downtown Area,” Hamilton Urban Core Community Health Centre
(Hamilton: The Social Planning and Research Council of Hamilton, January 2012).
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food security and availability. 25% of downtown’s population is 11,893 people, which
means 8,681,890 lbs of produce should be harvested per year. With growing in
greenhouses, that leaves 1,359,490 lbs to be produced by the ground plane so 453,163sf
(10.4 acres) of commercial permaculture is required. This commercial portion of the site
uses about 3.1 acres of greenhouses and 10.4 acres of in-ground farming, totalling 52%
of the site as direct growing space to supply the city. If this intervention expanded, there
would be a continued significant reduction in the demand for importing food and revenue
would return locally.
These numbers account for the city beyond the adjacent neighbourhood. The current
population of Keith is 1433, with an added 150 people from this project brings the
neighbourhood up to 1583 people requiring produce. While some people may be
interested in purchasing food grown in the commercial area through the market, residents
wishing to grow their own food will have the space to do so. For the neighbourhood to
fully feed itself, a healthy amount of fruits and vegetables, approximately 1,155,590 lbs
of produce, would need to be harvested per year. This number was taken into account
while designing the appropriate amount of residential growing spaces throughout the
cohousing space. Each unit will contain its own 6mx6m exterior space that can be used for
growing. In addition to these well lit patios and sunrooms, the apartment complexes have
a greenhouse on their roofs as rentable growing space for the community at large. The
communal ground plane areas will be landscaped with various food producing plantings
and spaces designated for collective in-ground growing. In the residential portion of
the site, community oriented growing spaces surrounding a common house facilitate a
sharetocracy where neighbours can share gardening knowledge, tools, seeds, produce,
and refined products.

20 “Low Income,” Vital Signs: A Reflection of Hamilton (Hamilton: Hamilton Community Foundation, 2018), Vital
Signs, https://www.hamiltoncommunityfoundation.ca/vital-signs/low-income-2018
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Contrasting Materials

Fragmented Ruin

Limestone

Figure 66. Section and plan of new construction vs old cathedral, Kolumba Museum

Adaptive Reuse
An adaptive reuse case study similar to the industrial fragment on the proposed site is the
Kolomba Museum in Cologne by Peter Zumthor. The museum is built up from the ruins of
a cathedral damaged in WWII. A new cathedral and museum were built around the relic to
preserve the architecture through adaptation. At the centre of the building is a chapel
that
Limestone
is encased in stained glass to create a bright space of contemplation within the fragment
of the old cathedral. Zumthor creates an elevated path over the ruin, creating a landscape
of the past that the user walks through on their way to the central chapel. Through the
exterior, he uses stark contrasting white limestones as an extension of the ruin walls. The
new architecture is stark in its contrast to the old despite being another form of stone.21

Glass - Greenhouse

Fragmented Ruin

The industrial ruin on the Studebaker site will adopt a similar method of clearly contrasting
old versus new materials to preserve the industrial fragment while highlighting what
remains. The Kolumba Museum is a place for Catholic art, but artistically, it transcends any
religion and sends a message of acceptance, moving on, and hope.22 Similar to the violent
destruction of Cologne in WWII, the industrial legacy of Hamilton was destructive on many
scales. This destruction should not be demolished and hidden but rather showcased as
a reminder of humans’ violent potential so we can move forward as we are reminded why
the regreening of industrial operations is essential. This red brick is found through many
21

“Kolumba Museum / Peter Zumthor,” ArchDaily, August 6, 2010, https://www.archdaily.com/72192/
kolumba-musuem-peter-zumthor

22

Ibid.
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Figure 67. Interior of the Kolumba Museum
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Figure 68. Proposed adaptation of the existing fragment’s structural grid
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Figure 69. Contrasting materials on the exterior of the Kolumba Museum

factories within Hamilton and throughout the Great Lakes Basin built around the turn of
the century. These structures are iconic for their permanence and ornament, considering
they were designed as factories. The steel grid that makes up the central structure is an
iconic fundamental structural component. The ruin on-site is imagined as being adapted to
offices for the greenhouse with glass growing spaces emerging from the torn edges. This
type of relationship in adaptive reuse is referred to as the semi ruin host, where new space
is built up from the derelict remain.23 To architecturally narrate this sustainable evolution
of production, the imagined intervention will be a material adaptation of the existing steel
grid. A Mass timber post and beam grid with CLT floors, clad in glass, will emerge from the
existing grid to showcase the structural adaptation and serve as greenhouses. This mass
timber grid will be reproduced throughout the site to create standard sized mass timber
structures that could easily be adapted in the future and are produced nearby. Wood
embodies the project’s connection to the ground plane; once the wood structure reaches
the end of its life, it disintegrates back into the soil or can be mulched and used as ground
cover, giving back to the local ecology.

23

Liliane Wong, Adaptive Reuse: Extending the Lives of Buildings (Birkhäuser, 2016), 106-111.
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Figure 70. The remaining fragment on site
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Figure 72. Saettedammen cohousing plan and common house

Figure 71. Saettedammen cohousing units and play area

Cohousing
The existing residences in the Keith neighbourhood are one to three-story homes that
often are converted for multiple families or units to occupy them as a form of generating
affordable housing. The Hamilton housing and homelessness plan outlines the types of
homes needed to bring people out of poverty, which are: social and subsidized housing,
affordable rentals, and affordable homeownership.24 For various demographics to gain
financial stability by working their way up from renting to homeownership, cost-effective
stacked housing units and apartments were designed.
People in the existing community do not want isolated neighbourhoods of subsidized
units; they want to live in diverse neighbourhoods that foster communal support. A
method of generating housing that fosters communal alliance is cohousing, which is run
by occupants living on shared land who pay a housing charge similar to rent and condo
fees. All community members buy into a share of the land, and the shared upkeep of the
neighbourhood, meeting regularly to make democratic decisions. Cohousing is a way to
prevent social isolation, necessitate environmental stewardship, and cut down on living
costs. Neighbours in this housing model depend on each other as inhabitants depend on
the land’s viability for sustenance. Denmark is the birthplace of the modernized model
of cohousing. The first cohousing community there, Saettedammen, was founded in the
1960s. The community consists of 71 people who live in 28 houses that are 1000 square

24

Dave Brodati et al., “City of Hamilton Housing and Homelessness Action Plan,” December 2013, 22.
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feet on average, surrounded by various common spaces. They share a central communal
building, parking, outdoor tools, laundry facilities, a green area, play equipment, guest
rooms, various activities, resources, and chores25. The model is not a suitable way of
living for all people. However, families relying on external help, aging elders desiring
freedom, and singles wanting to live in a community yet own their houses would benefit
from this type of housing where each person’s unique strengths play an essential role
just as an ecology relies on diversity for stability. This happens to be the situation within
the Keith neighbourhood where single parents and young people looking to enter the
housing market make up the demographic requiring housing. Cohousing is a microcosm
of a village.26 This model of housing that took off in Denmark in the 1960s has continued
to expand, making its way over to North America. From researching various cohousing
communities, a balanced amount of families per community is about 30 families/5 acres.27
These communities exist in a more suburban or rural region that are liberal in their sprawl.
Since the site is urban, the existing density of housing and the feasibility of space for
families to grow food for themselves are considered. A central component to cohousing is
the common house containing a kitchen and dining area to cook together with neighbours,
a guest bedroom to eliminate wasted space in units, and a library/ lounge space. These
houses are normally located centrally, creating an accessible place residents regularly
pass by or through. Each family would need a 6mx6m greenhouse to eliminate the
need to buy produce at the grocery store if they wished to grow their own food. These
greenhouses are placed on terraces to conserve valuable soil space on the ground
plane and serve as sunrooms for outdoor winter space if they do not wish to use them
to grow. Each apartment block would have its own collective growing space in a rooftop
greenhouse, and there would be rentable communal growing space for the extended
neighbourhood.

25 Cohousing Communities Help Prevent Social Isolation, Youtube, PBS NewsHour (PBS, 2017), https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=DmWrx0ntATU
26

Alvin, “Introduction to Co-Housing in Denmark,” University of East London, Towards New Spitalfields (blog),
February 10, 206AD, https://newspitalfields.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/introduction-to-co-housing-indenmark/

27

Fitch Architecture & Community Design, “Site Design,” Cohousing, 2021, https://www.cohousing.org/sitedesign/
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Figure 73. Map of cancer rates, poverty, and neighbourhood hubs
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Mapping
Site mapping was done to understand patterns of data in the Keith neighbourhood and
potential connection points of pedestrian, car, and industrial flows through the site. In
Figure 73, rates of cancer, concentration of poverty, and food security programs are
overlaid to explore zones where industrial legacy has impacted people the hardest. The
areas near the industrial port have been highly impacted, containing higher concentrations
of disease and poverty. It is noted that these eight neighbourhoods the city consider at-risk
are located along with the most health-impacting areas of pollution. In a report exploring
how these neighbourhood hubs became at-risk, they explain:
		
“Deindustrialization, coupled with the large numbers of refugees, low-		
income immigrants, and the welfare poor, helps to explain why Hamilton has been
more affected by general income trends than most other Canadian cities.”28
At the heart of these overlaid issues is the Keith community. Keith sits just outside of
the downtown core, nestled in between the port and the urban centre. Food security
programs are not as dense here as downtown, yet the neighbourhood contains many
residences that live in poverty and experience significantly higher cancer rates compared
to the rest of Hamilton. This region of concern is where remediation efforts are most

28

Figure 74. Site flows

required. The intervention is situated within this region as it could bring about the most
change.
To understand the potential connections of pedestrians, vehicular traffic, and industrial
transportation into the site, this map (figure 74) was created. The red denotes pedestrian
connections, showing routes specifically for foot traffic and bus stops connecting the
pedestrian to the rest of the downtown. There is a bus stop directly in front of the existing
fragment that connects directly to the downtown station. A secondary bus stop to the
southeast of the site will be necessary if the site is developed. This stop would also
increase accessibility to the Eva Rothwell community centre. This map shows how the
central flows of traffic move along the main roads, which currently penetrate halfway into
the site through one direction. The existing residential roads will connect to the site in a
manner that calms traffic and puts the circulation of the pedestrian first. The blue lines
and nodes represent industrial flows through the site. This railway line to the north once
reached into the site for industrial operations. This connection to the rail line will be reestablished to import building materials fabricated nearby.

Richard Harris, Jim Dunn, and Sarah Wakefield, A City on the Cusp: Neighbourhood Change in Hamilton
since 1970, 2015, 5.
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Figure 75. Objects found on site

Woven Site Model
The site reads as a damaged textile - woven, torn, restitched, with a complex pattern of
varying fabrics. The leftover industrial building is left unraveling at the two facades facing
into the site. Just as a textile, I imagine taking the fabric of this site and weaving the loose
ends into the new architecture. Junk food waste was woven between the barbed wire
fence and the cleansing vegetation surrounding the site’s perimeter. I collected waste
and vegetation, weaving them into the regions on the map they were found. This model
was used to gain an understanding of interwoven regions of potentially contaminated
soil. These areas of concern were determined through the former footprint of industrial
operations. The black wool depicts the highly impacted regions of former buildings that
housed Studebaker’s car manufacturing, while orange zones depict an even higher level
of contamination being the scrapyard and former elevator manufacturer site. The older
contaminants have leached furthest into the soil. This abstraction serves as a guide of
where to place remediation interventions. Nutrient-rich soil packets were used as topsoil
to plant micro-greens along these regions. This application is similar to the intended
design intervention of generating nutrient-dense soil to plant as new topsoil. Seeds were
then planted into these areas. The seeds took root into the urban fabric, then decayed,
denoting the cycles of phytoremediation that will take place on-site. This medium allowed
me to create a dynamic self-healing site plan, similar to the intentions of the designed
intervention.

Figure 76 Woven site model
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Harvesting Stool

White Oak

Tree harvested

Milled into
dimmensional
lumber

CNC tennons

Finished with locally
sourced Hemp oil
and Beeswax

Brought to site

Assembled
(pinned)

Part broken

Disassemble and
replace

Worn-out part
mulched

Spread into
vermicomposter/
used as topcover

Contributes to
growth of oak
forest

Figure 78. Sustainable, holistic life cycle of garden set

Fabrication.

Furniture design
The method of agriculture proposed, permaculture farming, is used for homesteading
and is not yet a common commercial farming model. Tools specific to this form of
gardening are not popularized for commercial use. The main agriculture model, mono
farming, gardens in linear strips of land to mechanize harvesting tools. A task-oriented
furniture set for gardening in the future agri-hub was designed as an expression of the
larger architectural intervention.29 The design intentions are to touch the ground plane
delicately, use holistic materials that return and give back to the ecosystem, create a
comprehensive language of reliance in the individual parts strengthening the whole, and
provide accessible waste-free products. This furniture set is designed with wood, hemp,
and beeswax. Lumber’s knots, splits, burls, warps, and grain density display the story of the
material by showing any interferences within the tree’s growth. Wood provides aesthetic
and sense pleasure by awakening touch, sight, and smell.30 The aesthetic and sensual
conception of wood occurs through all stages of its being, from growth and harvest to
decay. With this project, wood reflects the beauty of the strength of living in a diverse
ecology where all beings play an essential role in the architecture and well-being of the
place. Using a local material that shows its character through all stages of its life serves
as an appropriate translation of the design intentions. Oak trees are examined through
biomimicry; the live oak provides oxygen, shelter, food, protection. The building material,

Harvest Bench

Harvest Table

Figure 79. Assembled garden set

wood, is provided once the oak has grown to a large enough size to be harvested, leaves
serve as a protective ground cover, and branches can be mulched to be spread on the
ground to protect vegetation. When no longer sound, it can be mulched and return any
remaining nutrients to the ground plane through its decay at the end of the lumber’s life.
In this cycle, the material gives to the environment through each cycle alongside trapping
carbon in the air. White oak was chosen as it is dense hardwood. The fibres do not allow
for water to penetrate, making it suitable for outdoor furniture. It is known for being used
in boats for its water resistance and durability to the climate.31 Ironwood is an exceptionally
dense wood found in southern Ontario. It is a small understory tree that is slow-growing.
As the wedges are small, the tree would not require harvesting en masse. However, the
universal keys will not suffer as much wear as other furniture components that will require
occasional replacement.32 Beeswax and hemp oil are used as protective finishes; both are
food grade leaving no traces of toxins as they break down. Hemp canvas will be used for
the chair and cushions as it is organic and grown about 160 km away in Barrie, Ontario,
alongside the hemp oil. Hemp is a plant that the soil benefits from through its growth.
Similar to wood and beeswax, the production of the material itself is regenerative.
There is a long-standing history of architects designing building-specific furniture.
Architects such as Alvar Aalto, Antoni Gaudi, Charles Rennie Mackintosh, Frank Lloyd
Wright, and Eileen Gray have all designed furnishings as an extension of the principle of
their architectural design expressions.33 The modern era of furniture design was born out of
a need for affordable and accessible furniture. The mass production of ready to assemble
furniture became popular around the 1950s where the working class returning from their
31

Ontario.ca. “Tree Atlas: White Oak,” February 10, 2014. https://www.ontario.ca/page/white-oak

29

Sarah Fox, “Garden Set” (design for Laurentian University ARCH5086).

32

Ontario.ca. “Tree Atlas: Ironwood,” July 18, 2014. https://www.ontario.ca/page/ironwood

30

Galen A. Johnson, “Forest and Philosophy,” Environmental Philosophy 4, no. 1 & 2 (2007): 62.

33

Jim Postell, Furniture Design, 2nd ed. (Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley, 2012), 7.
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Locally and Ethically Sourced

Harvest

Sort and Prepare

Woodchips

Lounging

Community Dining Set

White Oak

Figure 80. Rendering of garden set in use

Models

Hemp Oil

Hemp Canvas

Beeswax

Figure 81. Furniture set of locally sourced, biodegradable materials

wartime duties required affordable furniture. To the current day, the popular ready to
assemble furniture store Ikea has kept its mass popularity among the working class for
its affordability, accessibility to transport, and knock-down design that resists the use of
permanent fasteners. Ready to assemble, knock-down furniture is a way to make cheaper
products through mass-produced components. In this system, companies like Ikea are
globalized, increasing the carbon footprint on materials and ridding furniture of its ties
to place. The shift to cultural and environmentally sustainable materials has become a
powerful part of social values, as seen in the Cradle to Cradle movement.35 Materials must
be grown, harvested, refined, and assembled locally to be culturally and environmentally
sustainable. The garden set uses nominal lumber and simple tusk-tenon joinery that
can be easily fabricated on site using a small lumber mill and workshop located in the
packing building. The set packs flat, making the furniture easy to transport, assemble, and
knock back down. The parts pack efficiently into a box small enough to be carried. Unlike
Ikea furniture, the heart of the product reflects the shift in cultural values to sustainable
products. People living in this community would be champions for this furniture set
as it aligns with their ideals of living within an urban ecology. The furniture is designed
using small-scale dimensional lumber so if a part breaks, the user can either order a
replacement part or replace a part using whatever wood is available of that dimension. The
Joints are also relatively simple and can be performed using only hand tools, so repairs
themselves are accessible.
34

34

Antoinette LaFarge, “Ready-to-Assemble Furniture,” in Louise Brigham and the Early History of Sustainable
Furniture Design, ed. Antoinette LaFarge (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2019), 77–83, https://doi.
org/10.1007/978-3-030-32341-7_6

35

William Mcdonough and Michael Braungart, Cradle To Cradle : Remaking the Way We Make Things (New
York: North Point Press, 2002).
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Holistic Materials.

The material culture embodies the convenience of simple to assemble furniture with
the innovation of locally grown materials that will have a long lifespan yet consider the
materials life cycle. Flatpack/ ready to assemble furniture often contains materials
and coatings that do not go back to the earth and end up in landfills segregated from
the user’s dwelling. This set is a greening of ready to assemble furniture. Permaculture
requires portable furniture that can be easily carried throughout the land and serves as
a kneeler and stool as various produce is harvested. Inspiration was drawn from garden
kneelers which are often catered to seniors so they can garden ergonomically.36 The
garden kneelers found at hardware stores are often metal and plastic, showing no regard
for their life cycles. Mass-produced wood kneelers are more environmentally cautious but
simple in their construction and not valued as elegant pieces of furniture. The kneeling
position is associated with the gesture of humility to a higher power, which can be seen
through the Prie Dieu and meditation kneeling stools. Here the power is the ecosystem
that must be respected in order for life to be sustained on-site. The footings tread lightly
on the ground as not to damage the plant life. Similar to produce collection tools, sorting
equipment is mechanized. The harvesting table takes inspiration from sorting tools
used for conventional farming, adapting the tool to a human scale with the versatility to
transform into a dining table. Groups will gather around this table to enjoy the reaps of
their harvest, sharing what they have produced. The table will also be used within the
community buildings of the Cohousing as indoor dining tables. Various toys or art supplies
can be organized in the baskets. A correlating bench that follows the tectonics of the table
was designed alongside a lounger so community members can enjoy the atmosphere of
living within a lush agri-hub.
36

David Holinrake, “Gardening Aids for Disabled People,” Professional Horticulture 5, no. 3 (1991): 134–36.
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Shipping
Packing
Processing
Staﬀ Rooms
Oﬃces

Agri-hub

Washrooms
Education Space
Market
Commercial Kitchen
Restaurant
Cafe
Indoor Farming

Program

Outdoor Farming
Vermicomposting

Agri-hub, Cohousing, Communal spaces

The entrance to the site framed by the industrial fragment will host a market, grocery shop,
store for locally fabricated goods and refined products such as honey and jam, and house
the offices of the new operations on the upper floors. A restaurant cafe faces the adapted
ruin, framing a central public courtyard where the open-air market will occur. Pedestrian
paths guide visitors to various programmed outdoor activities such as parks, a calisthenic
gym, lawn bowling, fire pit, and picnic areas. The pathways themselves serve as a leisure
activity for residents and visitors to walk through the entire site, immersing themselves
in nature. The community spaces on-site serve as an extension of the North Central
Community Park, community programs at the Eva Rothwell Centre and Hamilton General
Hospital down the street, engaging the existing community.
Farming will occur in high-efficiency greenhouses for year-round growing and various
cultural produce otherwise un-growable in the local climate. In-ground production will
occur within the spaces throughout the greenhouses for plants such as orchard trees and
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Common Space

Community Agriculture Plots
Chickens
Childrens Gardens
Community Kitchen
Shared Event Space
Shared Outdoor Space
Gym
Laundrymat

Cohousing

In reality, permaculture design goes through many phases of observing, trying, and
reassessing, so an initial plan is never a final design. This design imagines the potential
of production on-site, but it would have varying detailed interventions to tailor to the
ecosystem’s needs in reality. These diagrams outline the intended programs for the site
and their required connections. The three major programs to the agri-hub are the urban
farm, community services, and cohousing.

Bookable Workspaces
Shared Living Room
Storage
Single Units
Family Units

Adgacency
Primary
Secondary
Avoid
Negated

Privacy Level
Public
Semi Public
Semi Private
Private

Figure 82. Space syntax chart
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Figure 83. Program bubble diagram
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The central commercial growing space dissipates into the cohousing development
through a continuation of paths and in-ground crops. The residential region opens up to
the existing neighbourhood creating inviting public spaces. The common houses of the
cohousing development frame exterior patio spaces with the public programs located in
the ground floor of the apartment buildings. Laundromats, gyms, and rentable storage
spaces are located on the ground floor of the apartments. The common houses provide
a guest bedroom suite, communal kitchen and dining hall, lounge areas, a communal
pantry, greenhouse, and workshop. These common houses serve as a gathering place
where neighbours can exchange meals, produce, seeds, tools, and knowledge.
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legumes requiring deeper rooting. These in-ground farming areas follow a permaculture
model of holistic crops that use many species in one region. Beehives are integrated into
the exterior growing spaces to promote pollination and produce honey. Paths lead through
the growing spaces to invite urban dwellers to experience the conditions where their
food is produced. These paths running along greenhouses also serve as narrow roadways
for compact utility tractors to move produce towards the packing and refining building
towards the north. The packing centre allows trucks to come into the site and circulate the
excess produce grown here out into the greater urban centre.

ssing
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Figure 84. Program layout on the site

The site will benefit the community while the urban farm reclaims the once-booming
manufacturing program to the site. Cautiously paved pathways will open the site to the
community while allowing the ground plane to be exposed, further allowing the soil to
heal. This interdependent development is achieved through careful phasing.
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Figure 85. Model of soil remediated in phases

Phasing
The development would be phased as the soil must be safe before welcoming edible food
production. Year one through five would be spent rebuilding the soil with access paths and
enacting a community compost bin to begin generating nutrient-dense topsoil. This topsoil
would be spread around the site to resuscitate the soil. Land terraforming would occur at
this time of the intervention to create optimal drainage and protection for the vegetation.
Phytoremediation would take place over these first five years.
At year five, production infrastructure would be built so various types of indoor farming
could begin. Trees, beehives, and bat boxes would be constructed simultaneously as
forms of architecture for animals on site. These animals are essential to the program since
they protect, fertilize, aerate, and pollinate the vegetation and should be treated with
consideration in the built form.
The aim of year eight is to be able to feed the Keith Neighbourhood. Trees should be able
to take root, and agroforestry would be implemented as an experimental form of holistic
agriculture. Common houses would be built to facilitate community engagement on the
site. These buildings will provide a space for the neighbourhood to socialize and share
knowledge, meals, seeds, produce, and goods.
By this point, at year eleven, the ecosystem should be operating in balance for in-ground
production to begin. Once the growing operations are established and consistent, the
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restaurant and market will open to showcase the site’s accomplishments of produce grown
and generate a public space that draws people from the larger region, creating a centre
for education and agro-tourism.
Year thirteen, the habitation of chickens and self-governed cohousing will be built. The
residential component comes last to ensure the existing community has the opportunity to
acquaint themselves with the communal buildings so new residents will move into a space
that is already welcoming.
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Years 8-11 - Farming in the Soil

Years 1-5 - Rebuilding the ground through soil remediation
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Figure 86. Phased programming of the site
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Figure 87. The site functioning as of year 13 as an interdependent Agri-hub and cohousing complex
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Site Plan

Figure 88. Site plan
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Urban Ecology

Figure 89. North-south urban ecology section through site
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Agriculture

Passive Design Strategy
Solar heat collection

Since optimal conditions for agriculture will be the driving force for the designed site,
buildings will be carved out of the landscape to be designed around optimal growing
spaces. For this region, climate region one, there are five main goals for the building
systems: retain heat in the winter, protect from the winter winds (northwest/west winds),
let in the winter sun, protect from summer sun, natural ventilation in the summer (southern
winds).37 The permaculture gardens themselves will bring passive systems to the larger
site, such as water filtration, wind dissipation, shade, and soil stability. Passive systems will
come foremost in retaining and dissipating heat and humidity, but mechanical systems
will harvest any offsets of energy. The system will reduce waste where possible and do
so through sunrooms, solar heat collection, water collection, shade, and wind dissipation.
Greenhouses are oriented with the long facades either running east-west for produce that
relies on equal amounts of dissipated sun or facing north-south for full southern exposure
for produce such as tomatoes that require intense, direct light. The passive strategy will act
similar to the function of permaculture. Since permaculture creates opportunities for plant
symbiosis, the passive strategies will work off one another, reducing waste and gaining
energy from the sun as plants do. The passive and mechanical heating, cooling, and light
strategies will mimic the symbiosis found in the growing spaces.
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Figure 90. Axonometric of passive strategy

Norbert Lechner, Heating, Cooling, Lighting: Sustainable Design Methods for Architects, 4th ed. (New
Jersey, NY: Wiley, 2015).
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Figure 92. Sunday morning market

Agri-hub
Central Market Space and Restauant

Figure 91. Entrance to the Market from Victoria street
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Figure 93. Interior of adapted industrial fragment as new home for grocer, offices, and store
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Figure 95. Market plan level 3
Figure 96. Market plan level 2

Figure 94, Ground floor plan of Market
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Figure 97. Interior view of the greenhouse operations

Figure 98. Agri-hub food distribution network feeding urban Hamilton
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Cohousing
Agriculture Oriented Cohousing

Figure 99. Single unit apartment block overlooking the commons
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Figure 100, View of the landscaped common space from the existing residential neighbourhood
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Figure 102. Apartment block level 4

Figure 101. Communally programed common house and apartment block
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Figure 103. Apartment block level 2-3
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Figure 105. Stacked townhouse 3rd floor

Figure 104. First floor of stacked townhouse with yards and main entrance to upper units
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Figure 106. Stacked townhouse 2nd floor
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Conclusion
The challenges in transforming the agri-food sector into a sustainable model of holistic
agriculture are considerable. The responsibility of sustainably feeding the planet does
not lie in the total autonomy of architects. Policymakers control where and how our food
is grown. These legislative enforcements allocate much of this control over the agri-food
network to large corporations who prioritize short-term financial gain over the viability of
cultivation methods. The current standard of farming will not sustain the rapidly growing
population and will continue to degrade the soil without the general public’s awareness
of the severity of this degradation. The shift towards prioritizing well-being on all levels
of decision-making in spatial development is essential if holistic food production centres
such as imagined in this thesis project could come to fruition. The development of
agri-hub communities would require legislative changes on all levels of government to
reorient their priorities in agricultural development and urban land use. However, it is the
role of architects to inspire infrastructure that fosters well-being by creating an inspired
visual representation of holistic living. The stance of architecture’s modern cannon that
nature can be conquered is toxic. Destruction of the earth equates to the mutual assured
destruction of humans viability on earth. The post industrial fragmentation shown on
the Studebaker site in Hamilton and throughout cities along the Great Lakes Basin,
exposes the consequences of the headless treatment of these landscapes. The unlikely
landscapes where industries contaminated deep into the ground and out into the bodies
of the community could home an architectural intervention that reverses the widespread
socio-economic and spatial injustices. The sustainability of food production can be held
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accountable when performed within a prominent field of view. Architecture that facilitates
production should not be segregated from urban centres where the majority of people
reside. An Agri-hub and Cohousing complex creates a symbiotic ecosystem that works
with the connective, interdependent nature of ecosystems. Permaculture’s reliance on the
viability of the ecosystem could bring about a more efficient democracy as the way we
live on the land would have to be comprehensive. Although these required changes to
the agri-food system are daunting, they are exciting opportunities to create thriving urban
centres along the Great Lakes Basin. This shift towards connectivity shown in this thesis
could generate wellbeing and create a sustained prospering economy. Cities along the
Great Lakes creating a new green industry of local fabrication could revive the prosperity
of the land and settlements while undoing over a century of industrial harm against
communities and their landscapes.
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